8-20-17
Well it was a pretty hot day and with one big posse it took a little longer to
get through the match, but it sure was fun getting to shoot with everyone all in
one group! And there was one more roof providing shade, the General Store is
starting to take shape. So we were out of the sun for most of the day.

Twenty two shooters came out today, with Lassiter once again earning top
overall for the match, and Josie Marcus was the top female. Almost half of the
posse shot clean today, with ten out of the twenty two shooting clean. That’s
amazing! I’m not going to name them all here, the scores are up on the website,
but I will say that Chris P. Bacon shot his first clean match today! Great job!
We had a nice selection of door prizes today, thanks to some generous
donations of items from Smokin Iron and Honey B Quick, Corbin Dallas, and Ruger
Ray. Thank you so much! And thanks of course to everyone who helped get

everything torn down and put away after the match, and those who came out
Friday to set stages, and everyone else who pitches in to put on our matches.
Our Next match in September will be our annual Fandango match, where
we do something a little special, and this year we are having a Saturday mini
match on the 16th, followed by a campfire hotdog/s’mores roast, as well as our
regular Sunday match on the 17th. You can shoot either day separately or shoot
them both, it’s up to you. For those who come out Saturday, you can camp at the
range, but there are no water or electric hookups at the range. There are also
hotels nearby in Piketon or Waverly. We will start registration at 4:00 on
Saturday, and start shooting at 5:00. We will shoot four stages followed by the
bonfire. We will provide the hotdogs and stuff, but if you’d like to bring a side
dish or some snacks to share that would be great also! Then Sunday will be our
normal six stage match at the usual time. Hope to see you there!
Enjoy some pictures from today and we’ll see you next time!

